Me' taleyn:

The Santeo'i Mava'iomi of the Mi'kmag Nationimow have the honour to address you as our forefathers have since 1752. This occasion, like our fathers', is a sad event. In this communication, we send a petition of grievance and right against the Government of Canada for application of your justice.

The attempts of your wandering subjects in Canada to create a new form of government in Canada have ignored our request to unite our Treaty of Union of 1752 with their Treaty of Union, the British North America Act of 1867; as well as to apply the preemptory human right obligations of the United Nations. Instead of attempting to build a monument to political liberty for all peoples in Canada, without regard to race, creed, or religion, the Government of Canada seeks to create a new form of colonialism in the world. We have pondered this issue for three summers and two winters and are convinced that present action is necessary to preserve our chain of union with the United Kingdom and prevent the destruction of our tribal society.

We are not unaware that time has shifted power from the Crown to Parliament under the quest for freedom in your society. It is not power we request, for that resides in the will of our people regardless of their present poverty, but truth and justice -- the greatness of the Crown in the United Kingdom.
The Jigap'ten of Santeoi Mawa'iomi of the Mi'kmaq Nationimuow has the honour to address you as well as the sadness to communicate the substance of our grievances against the Dominion of Canada. The people of our tribal society are victims of violations of fundamental freedoms and human rights by the government of Canada: Canada has and continues to deny our right to self-determination; Canada has and continues to involuntary confiscate our territory despite the terms of our treaties; Canada has and continues to deprive our people of its own means of subsistence; and Canada has and continues to enact and enforce laws and policies destructive of our family life and inimical to the proper education of our children.

We speak plainly, so that there is no misunderstanding. For three centuries, we have honoured and lived by our Treaty of protection and free association with the British Crown. We have remained at peace with British subjects everywhere, and our young men have given their lives, as we had promised, in defense of British lives in foreign wars. As the original government of the Mi'kmaq Nationimuow from time out of mind, and as signatories and keepers of the great chain of union and association with Great Britain, we, the Mawa'iomi, have guided our people in spiritual and secular affairs in freedom and dignity, in our own way, without compulsion or injustice.

Now, there is a great and terrible idea in this land. The government of Canada claims that, by virtue of its charter of self-government from Great Britain, the British North America Act, it has succeeded to the Crown in our Treaty. Furthermore, and in frank violation of the law of nations, the government of
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LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE LEGAL MIND AND POLITICS IN CANADA. CREATING A PROSPECTIVE LEGAL DOCUMENT TO CONTROL POLITICAL BEHAVIOR IN THE FUTURE THROWS A STRONG LIGHT ON THE CONNECTION BETWEEN THE LEGAL MIND AND GOVERNMENT. THIS PROPOSED RELATIONSHIP CONFRONTS ALL PEOPLES OF CANADA; BUT AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE MI'KMAQ PEOPLE IN NOVA SCOTIA AND ADMINISTRATIVELY UNITED WITH MI'KMAQ NATIONIMOUW, THE UNION OF NOVA SCOTIA INDIANS IS DRAMATICALLY CONCERNED ABOUT THE PURPOSE OF SUCH A DOCUMENT AS THE CANADA ACT.

AFTER MORE THAN THREE CENTURIES OF WITNESSING THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE LEGAL MIND AND DEMOCRATIC POLITICS IN CONTINENTAL CANADA, THIS WE KNOW ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP: BY SOME IRRESISTIBLE MOVEMENT, WHICH IMITATES THE ATTRACTION DEATH EXERCISES OVER LIFE, THE POLITICAL MIND AGAIN AND AGAIN USES THE LEGAL INSTRUMENTS OF ITS OWN FREEDOM TO BIND ITSELF AND OTHERS IN CHAINS. YET -- IN A MANNER WHICH REMINDS MORTALS THAT DEATH LASTS FOREVER AND REMAINS THE SAME, WHILE LIFE, ALTHOUGH FLEETING, CAN ALWAYS BECOME SOMETHING HIGHER THAN IT WAS BEFORE -- THE POLITICAL MIND CAN BREAK ITS CONCEPTUAL CHAINS, CREATING FREEDOMS AND LIBERTY GREATER THAN WAS KNOWN TO LAW, AND THE SPLENDOR OF THIS TRIUMPH SURPASSES THE WRETCHEDNESS OF ITS EARLIER SUBJUGATION TO MORE PRIMORDIAL INCLINATIONS.
The history of Canadian politics goes from mastery of a dream to enslavement of ideas of power and glory. It was the common dream of a better society which was imprisoned by the transformation of scientific racism into the rule of law and responsible government in nineteenth century Canada. The World Wars of the first half of the twentieth century sublimated the dream to the reality of fighting for political freedoms and liberties. After the wars the United Nations attempted to cure the evils which created the wars—colonialism and racism—through the Covenants on Human Rights. The Canada Act seeks a similar end, but fails in its efforts. (See Background Papers, Part VI)

The proposed Canada Act is an attempt by the current Government to readjust the legitimacy of Canadian sovereignty. It states that Canada is no longer a British outpost, but a valid government committed to Human Rights. Yet, it continues the racists concepts of its birth: that Canada is a European nation. It refuses to admit to the world that a major part of its legitimacy is founded on the consent of nations and tribes of Indians embodied in Treaties with the Imperial Crown.

North America is not England. The ancient territory and theory of governments in England were not applicable to North America since the nations and tribes of Indians had their own view of government and held the territory. Despite the rhetoric of discovery and settlement, the legal fact remains that the rights of Great Britain in North America are derived from consent of the tribal sovereigns in their treaties.
Under the terms of the treaties and instruments of the royal prerogative, land acquired by the Crown in North America was purchased from the tribal sovereigns. Parts of the tribal sovereign were delegated to the Crown to perform; by the treaties according to the will of the tribal nations. The delegated powers became the source of Great Britain jurisdiction in North America.

Nowhere in the Canadian Act is it acknowledged that tribal treaties with the Crown legitimize the European presence in North America. Throughout Canadian history, its constitutional documents are derivative from the treaty prerogative of the Crown. The tribal treaties, not provincial treaties or federal treaties, establish the legitimacy of first the provinces and then the B.N.A. Act of 1867. If it were not for these treaties, Imperial Parliament would have lacked the constitutional power to create responsible government in North America.

Nova Scotia, the first colonial government in Canada is illustrative of this process. The treaties with the Mi'kmaq Nationimouw preceded the establishment of a colonial government. Consistent with the Imperial scheme embodied in the reports of Atkins and Kennedy in 1750's, the Crown acknowledged that only by a permanent union with the Indian nations and tribes in North America could the British hope to maintain the continent from other European nations. Consequently, the Treaty of 1752 with the Grand Chief of the Mi'kmaq Nationimouw established a political compact with the Imperial Crown.
Six years later, the legislative Assembly of Nova Scotia was called in 1758. In the Maritimes, this pattern was consistently followed. All district Chiefs of the Mi’kmaq Nationimow acceding to the Treaty of 1752, followed by the establishment of popular assemblies. (See Background Papers, Part I for further elaboration).

By ignoring the foundation of the Treaties, the original source of British constitutional authority, the Canada Act assumes that Canada is part of European history not American history. It assumes, without legitimacy, that by virtue of its colonial charter of responsible self-government from Great Britian, the B.N.A. Act, that it can ignore the original political compact between the tribal nations and the Crown which created British North America.

Furthermore, the Canada Act, in frank violation of the laws of nations, attempts to abolish the significance of the Imperial compact with the nations and tribes of Indians in North America. It attempts to forget that the Mi’kmaq Nationimow was a government in its own rights recognized as such by its Imperial treaties, while Canadian government is based on a colonial charter from the Imperial Parliament. The Federal Parliament was originally empowered to perform the treaty obligations of the Empire (s.132 BNA) and the federal government was assigned the exclusive authority to administer the inherited responsibilities for "Indians and lands reserved for Indians" (s.91) in the provinces Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Canada. This is called Treaty federalism.
The Imperial Parliament did not grant absolute legislative power over tribal governments in the B.N.A. Act. This was contrary to Imperial policy expressed in the Select Committee on Aborigines in 1837 against granting legislative authority over native states protected by the Crown. Neither the B.N.A. Act or the Statute of Westminster in 1931 were novations of our Treaties. Political compacts are unassignable unless both parties consent. Since we did not participate or consent to either instrument, our treaty federalism was entrenched in the constitution of Canada just as the Royal Proclamation of 1763 was entrenched. Our treaty with the Crown remain unaffected and carried over indelibly into the constitution of Canada.

Absolute legislative power over Indians is a Canadian usurpation of power based on racisim.

The Mi'kmaq people have suffered the total subjugation of their integrity and will to the Department of Indian Affairs; however, our autochthonous polity was not destroyed in these transitions of the political process from observance of treaty obligation and protection of our tribal society to coerced assimilation for the common good. With the focus on racial consciousness and individualism, i.e. "Indianism", the Canadian mind simply ignored our treaties and our protected tribal polity. Once recognized, it takes positive legislation or formal annexation to destroy vested treaty rights. (See, Background Papers, Part I), Hence silence and neglect can not destroy our traditional government.
The individual assimilation model, which still provides the "deep structure" to federal policy, goals and current law, is marked by a imitation of European greatness. It is a Social Darwinism political universe, so to speak, pre-human rights. It was introduced by men at a loss to solve the particular problems of encroachment by immigrants and refugees on lands reserved for tribal society and tribal wealth in a democratic society under imperial obligations. At the time it appeared to be only a transitory problem under the imperative of the vanishing races; now this problem is connected with the birth of Human Rights and the new power of "third world" countries. The present bafflement of federal policy toward "In-de-gns" is whether to modify the assimilation model, drop it, or make it operational.

Policy makers and scholars from all parts of the world and from all races have already grappled with this problem. Their solution: the Human Rights Covenants--a new system beyond scientific racism which attempts to eliminate those standards. The Canadian government has already acceded to these multi-lateral treaties; their covenants exist in the constitution of Canada as federal obligations. In their totality, the acceded Covenants encourage a world of initiatives which previous thought considered impossible.

The federal government in the proposed Canada Act has not sought to effect the total principles of the Human Rights Covenants. They have selectively chosen only those principles conducive to its psychological and political ideas based on scientific racism.
Recently in U.N. debates, Canada has attempted to argue against recognizing native rights based on its own self interest. Now in the \textit{Canada Act} the federal government seeks to abrogate its obligations to the Human Rights Covenants, Imperial Treaties, and common law obligations toward tribal society. Of particular importance is the right of self determination for all peoples regardless of race, religion, or creed, which has remained unacknowledged by the federal government. This illustrates to Mi'kmaq society that racism and self-serving goals remain the guards that watch over the relationship between individual and the state and the problem of the distribution of wealth in continental Canada. These attitudes also immunize the \textit{Indian Act} from either the \textit{Canadian Bill of Rights} and the \textit{Canadian Human Rights Act}.

The Federal Government seeks to rewrite its history. It seeks to cover up its sins. The \textit{White Paper Policy} of 1969 sought to comply with the \textit{International covenant on the elimination of racial discrimination} by terminating the constitutional category of "Indians and Land Reserved for Indians." Forgetting that these categories were derivate of political rights under the Imperial Treaties with nations and tribes of Indians, the Government only saw them as reflection of racial standards. The legal reality was hidden to the racist mind. The proposed \textit{Canada Act} continues this error. It seeks to change the constitutional language of the B.N.A. Act--Indians--to the vague category of "native peoples" rather than tribal society.
The phrase "Native People" grants the federal government total flexibility in determining who are Native people and the criteria for federal services. In the past, the government has abused their right to determine who is an Indian. They should have no future power to determine its constitutional mandate consistent with its own purposes.

The Canada Act also fails to unite treaty federalism with provincial federalism. Preoccupied with limiting provincial power, the federal government has ignored all the fundamental law of the tribal compact with the Crown—the treaties and the prerogatives acts protecting the aboriginal rights—in both the text and schedules of the Act. There is no excuse for this oversight. The federal government is the constitutional protector of tribal rights and interest under the B.N.A. Act. It seeks to ignore its constitutional duty and well as its high statements of its duty to the tribal people, just as it has in the administration of our treaties. The federal government is advocating only its policy, not its constitutional responsibilities and obligations. It hopes that censorship of our rights under treaty federalism will terminate those rights.

Section 24 of the act attempts to give the appearance of preserving our existing rights, undeclared or declared. Why should this be such a benefit to us? We have had our rights for over two century, yet the federal government has
HAS REFUSED TO IMPLEMENT THEM. WE ARE NOT A CORPORATION EXISTING SOLELY IN LAW, WE ARE HUMAN BEINGS ATTEMPTING TO FORGE A BETTER SOCIETY.

THE PRESERVATION OF THE EXISTING RIGHTS, UNDECLARED OR DECLARED, MERELY GRANTS US THE RIGHT TO LIVE IN POVERTY AT THE DISCRETION OF FEDERAL POLICY. IF OUR EXISTING RIGHTS ARE SO EXTENSIVE, WHY ARE NOT THEY INCLUDED IN A SCHEDULE OR DISTINGUISHED BETWEEN TREATY RIGHTS AND OTHER RIGHTS? IF OUR EXISTING RIGHTS ARE SO EXTENSIVE, WHY IS 90% OF THE WORK FORCE UNEMPLOYED? WHY ONLY 9% OF OUR HOUSING UP TO PROVINCIAL STANDARDS? WHY DOES SUBSTANDARD WATER AND SEWAGE SYSTEM DESTROY OUR HEALTH DAILY? WHY DOES OUR COMMUNITY ONLY HAVE A 7TH GRADE EDUCATION LEVEL AFTER MORE THAN A CENTURY OF FEDERAL SUPERVISION?

The answer is that through the Department of Indian Affairs most of the monies are spent on political pay-offs or to non-tribal merchants in the surrounding towns, not in fulfilling its responsibility to our society.

THE ONLY LEGITIMATE AUTHORITY OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT UNDER THE B.N.A. ACT IS TO PROTECT OUR LAND, RESOURCES AND TRIBAL PEOPLE FROM THE IMMIGRANTS. HAVING FAILED IN THIS ADMINISTRATIVE OBLIGATION TO THE IMPERIAL CROWN AND PARLIAMENT, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SEeks TO DESTROY OUR PROTECTED STATUS. THEY ALSO HOPE TO IMPLEMENT THE CANADA ACT BEFORE THE AUDITOR GENERAL HAS A CHANCE TO REPORT ON TRIBAL TRUST FUNDS.
In this regard, the Santeoi Mawa’iomi, with our concurrence, have filed a communication with the Human Rights Committee of the United Nations to protect our legal rights and obligations under the Optional convention to the Human Rights Act. (see Background Papers, Part V) Our people have no faith or patience with existing legal or political institutions in Canada.

Our Imperial Treaties guarantee Mi’kmag families the rights of economic opportunity, political liberty, and cultural integrity. The Canadian Government has refused to honour its commitments to us and, the Crown: for a variety of excuses based on tribal lifestyles, not federal policies, assumptions and attitudes. They seek to destroy the last vestiges of our tribal society under the notion of individual rights rather than fidelity to their obligations.

Mi’kmag society seek tribal assimilation into Canadian politics, not individual assimilation into a province. We desire to maintain our freedoms, not end a tribal legacy we inherited with our heartbeat from our parents.

Faced with a similar problem between the races and culture of French and English in Canada, the province of Quebec was created out of the province of Canada to resolve the crisis in the B.N.A. Act; the Canada Act seeks to extend that protective policy for a cultural minority from the dominant society.
The Union has sought to build on this principle of political liberty to our situation in our drafts proposed on Bill C-60 and on the revisions to the Indian Act. (See, Background Papers, Part II and III) Both were ignored by the federal government. While we are in agreement with ending racial discrimination, we do not accept the federal government's solution to Indian problems. After all, when a baby's bath water gets dirty, you don't throw out the baby with its bath water.

Our current poverty has been officially blamed on the Department of Indian Affairs since 1969. That is a correct analysis of the problem. The Department controls our wealth for national concerns, allocating monies mostly to provinces to provide services, and sending about 83% on direct and indirect administration with less than 5% of its budget ever reaching a poor tribal Indian. It also fails to protect us in federal Cabinet in fishing and hunting legislation. To correct these fiscal abuses, federal monies have to be sent directly to the bands to create economic self-sufficiency in the same manner as to other poor provinces and the Department of Indian Affairs must be disestablished. (See, Background Papers, Part IV for a community-centered approach)

In the past our goal was to have all the Mi'kmaq bands in Canada consolidated into a province of Canada regardless of existing provincial boundaries. Each band would have been a municipality of the Mi'kmaq province.
After witnessing the current governments’ attempt to confiscate the wealth and power of the existing provinces in a same manner as land and natural resources were confiscated from Indian tribes after Confederation and its current refusal to have an Inuit province in the North, we are not sure that Canada is an acceptable political environment. Their exists a strong parallel here. The Federal Government, in its first century, liberately sought to end tribal governments in Canada despite our treaties. In its second century, it seeks to limit provincial government for its own benefit despite B.N.A. Act. Having already seen the effect of this march toward absolute power, this political cancer is undemocratic. It disregards the elements of political consent both in the treaties and the B.N.A. Act. It would be better for our children if we become a trust territory of either the United Kingdom or the United Nations striving toward independence than to have our tribal heritage terminated for the utilitarian calculus of the federal government.

We refused to be treated like colonies of Canada or to be forcefully assimilated in a tyrannical Canada. Our political and legal relationship is with the Imperial Crown not Canada; hence it is our decision as to our future, to be made in the following months on what is in our best interest for tribal society.
We have two questions which we would like the Committee to ponder and answer for us. First, will the Canada Act freeze the notions of a superior European race and culture into constitutional law or is it an attempt to break the history of colonialism and racism in Canada? Second, does Canada still believe that tribal society is an evolutionary cul-de-sac in political development which is preordained to vanish by the will of racial genes and scientific racism or that it is entitled to the same protections as the French people in Canada? These are dangling questions in the debate over the Canada Act. The answer to these questions, would help our society address the Canada Act in a more rational manner.

We shall not fold our arms in this battle for Human Rights. We have the support of the world behind our quest for self-determination and dignity. We are not alone, anymore.